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Abstract
Formal methods such as Z and Petri nets can be used to specify invariants that should hold during
the execution of component-based applications such as those regarding changes in the architecture
of the application and valid sequences of architecture reconﬁgurations. Integrating logic for checking
and enforcing these invariants into the application’s implementation is generally done by adding
appropriate code to the functional application code. In this paper, we discuss several limitations
of this approach that may ensue in a disconnection between the application implementation and
its formal speciﬁcation.
We propose an approach for specifying and enforcing architectural constraints, which combines
formal methods and Aspect-Oriented Programming. We use the Z notation for describing the
architectural invariants of the application and Petri nets for modeling coordination protocols. At
the implementation level, aspects intercept architecture reconﬁguration events and check according
to the formal speciﬁcation and the coordination protocol whether a reconﬁguration action can be
performed.
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1 Introduction
The software applications of today’s organizations consist generally of several
distributed software components. Such applications are characterized by a
dynamic architecture, which evolves over the time in order to respond to the
user requirements. For instance, new components may be added and exist-
ing connections between the components may be modiﬁed during execution.
When such reconﬁgurations are done it is necessary to ensure that no faults
are caused and that the software application works correctly.
To guarantee the reliability and consistency of the architectural evolu-
tion of distributed component-based applications, we propose using formal
speciﬁcations. In this way, one could deﬁne the architectural constraints and
coordination protocols that must be fulﬁlled by each reconﬁguration of the ap-
plication. Integrating logic for checking and enforcing architectural constraints
and coordination protocols into the application’s implementation is generally
done by adding appropriate control code to the functional application code,
as shown in [33,26]. These approaches provide the necessary control function-
ality, but they exhibit several limitations, which may ensue in a disconnection
between the application implementation and its formal speciﬁcation.
First, the control code that implements the constraints is written manually
in these approaches. Second, this code is not well-modularized as it is tangled
with the functional code of the application and scattered across the imple-
mentation of diﬀerent components, which makes it non reusable. Third, the
code that implements the constraints may not be conform to the formal spec-
iﬁcation. This is accentuated especially by the scattering problem. Fourth,
if the formal speciﬁcation changes, it is necessary to change the code that
implements the constraints manually.
To solve these problems, we propose a novel approach for the runtime
veriﬁcation of distributed applications, which combines formal methods and
Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) [17]. This approach covers the static
structural aspect (i.e., speciﬁcation of components, connections, and con-
straints) , the dynamic aspect (i.e., speciﬁcation of the reconﬁguration op-
erations and their preconditions), and the coordination aspect (i.e., speciﬁ-
cation of the execution order of reconﬁguration operations) of the software
architecture. It fosters an organization of distributed component-based soft-
ware systems in three phases: the formal speciﬁcation phase, the base code
implementation phase, and the aspect code implementation phase. In the ﬁrst
phase, the user speciﬁes the constraints that should be fulﬁlled when the ap-
plication evolves: architectural constraints are speciﬁed using the Z notation
and coordination protocols are speciﬁed using Petri nets. In the base code
implementation phase, the user writes the functional code of the diﬀerent
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components (here we use Java). This code does not contain any control logic.
In the aspect code implementation phase, we use AspectJ aspects, which in-
tercept reconﬁguration events and check according to the formal speciﬁcation
whether the reconﬁguration events can be performed.
This approach yields several beneﬁts. It enables a more reliable control
of the architectural evolution of component-based applications as it is based
on formal methods. Moreover, using an aspect-based module to control archi-
tecture reconﬁguration operations, mismatches between the implementation
of the application and its formal speciﬁcation are unlikely. In addition, the
control code of the component-based distributed application becomes more
reusable as it is well-modularized in aspects.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we intro-
duce the Z speciﬁcation language, Petri nets, and Aspect-Oriented Program-
ming. In Section 3, we present our approach for controlling the architecture
evolution of component-based applications. Section 4 describes our case study
collaborative authoring system. Section 5 reports on some related work and
section 6 concludes this paper.
2 Background
In this section, we make use of two well-known formal methods, namely Z no-
tation and Petri nets, for specifying respectively architectural constraints and
coordination protocols. In addition, we use Aspect-Oriented Programming for
modularizing the control and coordination code.
2.1 Z speciﬁcation language
The Z notation, as presented in [30], is a formal speciﬁcation language. Z
deﬁnes a mathematical language, a schema language, and a reﬁnement theory
between abstract data types. The mathematical language is based on the set
theory and on mathematical logic i.e., ﬁrst order predicate logic. The schema
language allows to describe the state of a system and the manners according
to which this state can change. The reﬁnement theory allows to develop a
system by building an abstract model from a system design.
A Z speciﬁcation can be deﬁned as a collection of state schemes and op-
eration schemes. The state schema State describes the system state and the
invariant relationships, which are maintained when the system is updated.
This schema consists of two parts: a declaration part and a predicate part.
The operation schemes Operation deﬁne the possible operations in the sys-
tem, the relationship between their inputs and outputs, and the state changes
resulting from their execution. The operation schema comprises the state
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State before and the state State’ after performing the operation. These two
states are represented in the schema language by the ΔState.
State
Declarations
Predicates
Operation
ΔState
....
2.2 Petri nets
Petri nets [22] are a graphical and mathematical tool to model and analyze
discrete systems. In Petri nets, the diﬀerent states of a system are modeled
by places and tokens. The events are represented by transitions between
places. Formally, a Petri net can be deﬁned as a 5-tuple < P ,T ,F ,W ,M0 >,
where: P = {p1, ...pm} is a ﬁnite set of places; T = {t1, ...tn} is a ﬁnite set of
transitions with (P ∩ T ) = ∅ and (P ∪ T ) = ∅; F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P) is
a set of arcs; W : F → N1 is a weight function and M0 : P → N is an initial
marking where for each place p ∈ P there are n ∈ N tokens.
The system behavior can be described in terms of the system state and
its changes. To simulate the dynamic behavior of the system, the state or
marking will be changed according to the following rules:
- A transition t is enabled, if each input place pi is marked with at least
W (pi , t) tokens.
∀ pi ∈
•t ,M (pi) ≥ W (pi , t). [R1]
- If a transition t is enabled for the marking M then the enabling of t will
lead to the new marking M ′:
∀ pi ∈
•t ,M ′(pi) = M (pi)−W (pi , t) + W (t , pi) [R2]
where W (Pi , t) is the weight of the arc (Pi , t); W (t ,Pi) is the weight of
the arc (t ,Pi) and
•t is the set of input places of the transition t .
2.3 Aspect-Oriented Programming
Aspect-Oriented Programming [17] is a programming paradigm that allows the
modularization of concerns that cut across the implementation of a software
application, such as logging, persistence, and security.
According the separation of concerns principle, AOP provides language
means to separate the code implementing a crosscutting concern from the
functional code of a software application. Using AOP, an application consists
of two parts: The base program, which implements the core functionalities,
and the aspects, which implement the crosscutting concerns. Aspects are
new units of modularity, which aim at modularizing crosscutting concerns in
complex systems by using join points, pointcuts, and advices.
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Fig. 1. Approach phases
Join points are well-deﬁned points in the execution of a program. In As-
pectJ [16], which is an aspect-oriented extension to Java, join points corre-
spond to method calls, constructor calls, ﬁeld read/write, etc. The pointcut
allows to select a set of join points, where some crosscutting functionality
should be executed.
The advice is a piece of code implementing a crosscutting functionality,
which can be associated with a pointcut. The advice is executed whenever a
join point in the set identiﬁed by the pointcut is reached. It may be executed
before, after, or instead of the join point at hand; this corresponds respectively
to the advice types before, after and around in AspectJ. With an around
advice, the aspect can control the execution of the original join point: it can
integrate the further execution of the intercepted join point in the middle of
some other code (using proceed).
3 Proposed Approach
We propose a centralized approach for controlling 2 the software architecture
evolution of component based applications, which combines formal methods
and Aspect-Oriented Programming. Our approach consists to specify, validate
and enforce architectural constraints in distributed applications at runtime.
We distinguish three phases: formal speciﬁcation, base code implementation,
and aspect code implementation (Fig. 1).
The formal speciﬁcation phase consists in specifying and validating the
2 The term control in our paper has no relation with the control theory
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architectural style (i.e. deﬁnition of component and architectural constraints)
using the Z notation and model the coordination protocol using Petri nets.
The base code implementation phase consists in implementing the functional
code of the application using any Java-based component model. The aspect
code implementation phase is the veriﬁcation phase which allows the connec-
tion between the formal speciﬁcation and the application.
In our approach, we can deﬁne constraints in the architectural style and
coordination protocol without modifying any functional code of the applica-
tion. To do that, we just model a new Z speciﬁcation and a new Petri net. In
this way, we can provide a better control and a strong reuse of code. Using as-
pects in our approach allows us to separate the control and coordination code
from the functional code of the application, which reduces the complexity of
distributed applications, and bridges the gap between the application imple-
mentation and its formal speciﬁcation. Moreover, if the formal speciﬁcation
changes, a few well-deﬁned modules need to be changed in a non invasive way,
namely the aspects.
3.1 Formal speciﬁcation phase
Formal speciﬁcation provides a very eﬀective means for a precise and unam-
biguous description of a software architecture. This phase consists of three
steps: The ﬁrst is the formal speciﬁcation of the system in terms of compo-
nents, relations between them and the architectural constraints. The second
step is the speciﬁcation and validation of the diﬀerent reconﬁguration oper-
ations (i.e., adding, deleting, duplicating, connecting and disconnecting com-
ponents). The third step consists in modeling the coordination protocol which
describes the execution order of reconﬁguration operations using Petri nets.
In the two ﬁrst steps, we follow the Z-based approach presented in [18], which
covers both the static aspect (i.e., system speciﬁcation) and dynamic aspect
(i.e., speciﬁcation of reconﬁguration operations) of software architectures.
System Speciﬁcation : The system speciﬁcation consists in deﬁning the
types of components, the types of relations between components, and the ar-
chitectural properties speciﬁed in terms of ﬁrst-order predicates. The system
structure is speciﬁed using the following Z schema. Ci , Rij deﬁne respectively
the component and the relation between them, Cstri represents an architec-
tural constraint. Each component deﬁned in the system schema must be
already speciﬁed using a Z schema and include the internal behavior bhri in
terms of predicate logic.
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Componenti
atti : Typei , . . .
bhr1; . . . ; bhrn
System
Ci : Componenti
Cj : F \P \ seqComponentj
Rij : Componenti ↔ Componentj
Cstr1; ...; Cstrn
To verify that our system does not contain any contradictions between
the deﬁned constraints, we should verify the system consistency by ensuring
that at least one valid state exists [32]. This veriﬁcation is speciﬁed by the
following consistency theorem. SystemInit corresponds to a Z schema which
describes a valid state of the system. In order to validate and reason about
the architectural style, we use the tool Z/EVES [20], which supports syntax
and type checking as well as theorem proving.
SystemInit
System
Cj = {. . .}
Rij = {(. . . , . . .)}
TheoremThConsistency
∃ System • SystemInit
Speciﬁcation of reconﬁguration operations: This step consists in
specifying the dynamic aspect of architectural styles which is deﬁned through
a set of architecture reconﬁguration operations. The operations are deﬁned as
Z operation schemas and correspond to adding, deleting, duplicating, connect-
ing, and disconnecting components. Each operation schema Operationi deﬁnes
the pre-conditions and post-conditions of that operation. These conditions are
essential to control the architectural evolution of the application. The respec-
tive operation will be executed only if its pre-conditions are evaluated to true.
We specify and prove also the pre-condition theorem PreconditionTheorem.
This theorem states the pre-conditions that must initially be satisﬁed to guar-
antee that the constraints are preserved after the execution of the operation.
Operationi
ΔSystem
Ci? : Componenti
pre Condition
post Condition
TheoremPreconditionTheorem
∀System ∧ Ci : Component
pre Conditions • preOperationi
Ci? represents the input component and pre Condition and post Condition
deﬁne respectively the pre- and post-conditions (in terms of predicate logic)
of the operation Operationi .
Coordination Protocol Modeling : The coordination protocol de-
scribes the dynamic evolution of the architecture by deﬁning the execution
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order of reconﬁgurations. We propose to model the coordination protocol
using Place/Transition Petri nets, which allow us to prove algebraic proper-
ties such as the existence of deadlocks and livelocks. Moreover, determining
whether the Petri net is live and bounded, we can prove if the evolution of
software architecture ﬁnishes correctly.
We model each reconﬁguration operation by a transition (i.e. already
speciﬁed by Z operation schema). The enabling of a transition means that
the corresponding action is conform with the coordination constraints. Con-
sequently, the transition can be carried out and a token can be put in the
next place. We use the tool P3 [9], which allows the creation, the modeling
of Petri nets, and their representation in XML.
3.2 Base code implementation phase
This phase consists in implementing the core functionality of the application
without including any architecture veriﬁcation code. The application can be
implemented using any Java-based component model (e.g., EJB [31], CCM
[23]). The structure of the application must be synchronized with the for-
mal speciﬁcation, i.e., it must comprise the components and their properties,
the relations between them, as well as the implementation of the diﬀerent
reconﬁguration operations.
3.3 Aspect code implementing phase
In order to verify and control at runtime the software architecture evolution
of the component-based applications, we implement an aspect-based module.
The aspect module code is separated from the functional application code in
two parts: the control module contains aspects that check the conformity of
each reconﬁguration operation against the formal speciﬁcation of the architec-
tural style in Z, whereas the coordination module contains aspects that check
and enforce the coordination protocols that are modeled using Petri nets.
Control module: This module interprets the architectural style speciﬁed
in Z and extracts the architectural constraints in order to subsequently verify
for each reconﬁguration operation whether it can be performed or not. This
module is implemented using several aspects. One aspect veriﬁes the static
constraints that are speciﬁed in the system schema, such as the properties
of components. In addition, for each reconﬁguration operation, there is an
aspect that intercepts the execution of that operation and interprets the pre-
conditions that are speciﬁed in the system schema and the respective operation
schema.
We implemented an evaluator for Z, which evaluates the logic predicate
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constraints according to the system state in terms of components and their
relations. The Z speciﬁcations are saved in LATEX form
3 , which facilitates
the extraction of the architectural constraints. We implemented an around
advice to allow/disallow the reconﬁguration operation. The advice works as
follow: First, it executes the constraint evaluator with the LATEX source as
input parameter. Second, it interprets the result using the keyword proceed.
Then, it extracts the post-condition describing the system request and updates
the system state. If the reconﬁguration operation does not conform to the Z
speciﬁcation, the aspects prohibit the execution of the operation.
Coordination module: This module enforces execution orders of the
architecture operations in distributed applications. Similarly to the control
module, this module checks the conformity of each reconﬁguration operation
against the coordination protocol that is modeled as Petri nets using the tool
P3, which saves in matrix form the Petri net deﬁnition and the current marking
in an XML ﬁle.
In this module, an aspect checks if a reconﬁguration operation can be car-
ried out by verifying whether the corresponding transition is enabled (applying
R1 section 2.2 ). If that is the case, the aspect executes the reconﬁguration
operation, and after that updates the marking in the XML ﬁle (applying R2
section 2.2 ).
4 Case Study
To illustrate our approach, we implemented two applications. The ﬁrst is a
collaborative authoring system based on a client/server style. This applica-
tion controls and manages shared documents that are located on a server.
The authors connect to the server in order to edit and update these docu-
ments simultaneously. The second application is a patient monitoring system
speciﬁed according to the publish/subscribe style. This application allows the
nurses in a hospital to control remotely their patients and request patient data
by sending a request to an event service, which manages the communication
between nurses and bed monitors.
In this section, we explain how the collaborative authoring application is
built according to our three-phase approach. The authors can have two roles:
the writer role can modify, create, and delete sections of a document, whereas
the reviewer role can correct a section and add annotations to it. Problems
such as overlaps between sections that are accessed by diﬀerent actors cannot
occur because appropriate constraints that hinder such problems are speciﬁed
formally and enforced by appropriate control aspects.
3 Z/EVES v. 2.3 exports the speciﬁcation in LATEX ﬁle based on Z-eves.sty
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4.1 Formal speciﬁcation phase
System Speciﬁcation : The collaborative authoring system consists of four
components. The shared document SharedDoc is accessible to all actors, who
are authorized either as Writer or as Reviewer. The shared document is deﬁned
as a sequence of sections Section (speciﬁed by the position of the ﬁrst and last
characters of it in the whole document), so that there is no overlap between
sections. This constraint [C1] is speciﬁed in predicate form as shown below:
SharedDoc
section : seq Section
∀ i : N | 1 ≤ i < #section [C1]
• (section(i + 1)).ﬁrstCharacter
= (section(i)).lastCharacter + 1
...
Our system speciﬁed in the schema below, consists of writers, reviewers, a
shared document and relations between the authors and sections. This relation
will be established only between the authors who belong to the system and
the sections of the shared document. The conditions [C2,C3] are preserved
by verifying the domain dom and the range ran of each relation. We restrict
the number of writers [C4], and we require that a writer can connect only to
one section at a given point of time [C5]. To ensure that two actors are never
connected simultaneously to the same section, we specify the constraint [C6]
in the schema below.
CollaborativeAuthoringSystem
writers : FWriter
sharedDoc : SharedDoc
WriterSection : Writer ↔ Section
....
domReviewerSection ⊆ reviewers [C2]
ranReviewerSection ⊆ {s : Section | s ∈ ran sharedDoc.section} [C3]
#writers < 5 [C4]
∀w : writers • #(WriterSection(| {w} |)) ≤ 1 [C5]
∀ r : reviewers; w : writers; s : Section | s ∈ ran sharedDoc.section
• (r , s) 	∈ ReviewerSection ∨ (w , s) 	∈ WriterSection [C6]
...
In order to verify the consistency of the speciﬁed system, we deﬁne a
valid system state InitCASystem and we specify and prove the theorem
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ConsistencyCASystem. Our system speciﬁcation is consistent and does not
contain any conﬂict since the following theorem was proved by Z/EVES.
TheoremConsistencyCASystem
∃CollaborativeAuthoringSystem • InitCASystem
Speciﬁcation of reconﬁguration operations: In the following, we specify
and validate all reconﬁguration operations of our system (e.g., insert writer,
connect writer, disconnect writer, delete section, . . . ). The operation schema
InsertWriter speciﬁes the addition of new writer without connecting the writer
to any section of the shared document. The constraint [C7] speciﬁes that the
new writer w? should not be one of the writers that are already present in the
system. We specify also the post-conditions [C8,C9] of the operation in terms
of components and their relations.
We proved the theorem PreInsertWriter , which preserves the system prop-
erties while adding a new writer. This operation is conform to the system
constraints described in the style schema CollaborativeAuthoringSystem.
Fig. 2. Validation of the Writer insertion using
Z/EVES
InsertWriter
ΔCollaborativeAuthoringSystem
w? : Writer
w? 	∈ writers [C7]
writers ′ = writers ∪ {w?} [C8]
WriterSection ′ = WriterSection [C9]
...
Modeling coordination protocols: In our collaborative authoring system,
the writers can create, modify, and delete sections. Then, the reviewers can
correct these sections and add annotations. To enforce the activity order
speciﬁed above, we deﬁne a simple coordination protocol, which requires
that each section must be created or modiﬁed by a writer before it becomes
accessible to reviewers for correction. In addition, after a section is corrected,
the next reviewer cannot revise it before an author modiﬁes it. These
constraints are expressed using the following Petri net.
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InsertWriter InsertReviewer
DeleteWriterDeleteReviewer
P1P2
P3P4
P5P6
P7
ConnectWriterConnectReviewer
DisConnectWriterDisConnectReviewer
.
.
P8P9
Fig. 3. Coordination protocol example
Each connection and disconnection is modeled by a Petri net transition.
At execution time, actions are only executed if their corresponding transitions
are possible. In the initial state, there is a token in the places p7 and p8 and
consequently the transition ConnectWriter is enabled. Thus, a writer can
connect to the section. After the disconnection of the writer, no other writer
can connect because there is no token in p8. However, a reviewer can connect
because there is a token in p7 and p9.
4.2 Base code implementation phase
Our collaborative authoring application is implemented as a Client/Server
application. The functional level comprises only code providing the core func-
tionalities such as editing, i.e., access control to the shared documents and
control of the architecture evolution is out of scope. For instance, in this
phase two writers can modify simultaneously the same section of a document.
4.3 Aspect code implementation phase
Control module: The control module manages the evolution of the architec-
ture since new users can connect and/or disconnect to the documents during
the execution of the application. In the architectural style of our application,
we speciﬁed a static constraint expressing that each client can modify one
section only at a given point of time (constraint [C5] in the system schema).
Therefore, an aspect is necessary to prohibit clients from locking more than
one section simultaneously.
Moreover, the architectural style speciﬁcation disallows overlapping be-
tween the sections. This requirement is enforced by an appropriate aspect,
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which checks if the section requested by an actor does not overlap with sec-
tions that are locked by other actors. These control operations are ensured
by an aspect that interprets the architectural constraints speciﬁed in the style
schema CollaborativeAuthoringSystem.
In addition, we have speciﬁed a dynamic constraint on the connection of a
new writer. Before a new writer can connect, an aspect interprets the formal
pre-conditions generated from the operation schema connectWriter and the
style schema CollaborativeAuthoringSystem. This aspect deﬁnes a pointcut
that selects all calls to the method ConnectWriter , which allows an actor to
access the shared document as writer. The aspect uses an around advice to
allow/disallow a new writer to connect.
1 public aspect SectionAccessControl {
2 pointcut permitted(Server S):
3 call ( public ∗ ConnectWriter(..)) & target(S)
4 void around (Server S): permitted(S){
5 try{
6 S.parsingXMLPetriNet();
7 if (S.isTransionEnabled(ConnectWriter)) {
8 S. resultat=”Allow”;
9 ...
10 proceed(S);
11 Info .updateXMLPetriNet(ConnectWriter);
12 }
13 else {
14 S. resultat=”Disallow”;
15 ...
16 }
17 }
18 }catch(Exception e){}
19 }
20 }
Listing 1: Coordination Aspect Skeleton
Coordination module: In the collaborative authoring system, the co-
ordination aspects enforce that actions that are executed on the shared doc-
ument are according to the predeﬁned coordination protocol (Fig. 3). Before
each connection or disconnection to a section, the coordination aspects insure
that a writer cannot modify a section before a reviewer corrects it and that
two reviewers cannot correct the same section simultaneously.
In the following, we present a skeleton of an aspect which checks whether
a section can be executed using the corresponding transition in the Petri net.
The aspect SectionAccessControl deﬁnes a pointcut, which selects calls to the
method ConnectWriter (lines 2 and 3 in Listing 1). The around advice of
this aspect checks according to the XML representation of the Petri net if the
transition ConnectWriter is enabled (line 7). If that is the case, the actor gets
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access to the document, i.e., the operation is executed (using proceed as shown
in line 10) and the advice saves the new marking describing the new system
state. If not, the aspect prohibits the execution of the method ConnectWriter
(lines 13-16).
5 Related Work
Several formal methods have been used for the speciﬁcation of software archi-
tectures. We report in this section on the approaches that cover the static,
the dynamic and the coordination aspects of software architecture.
Architecture Description Languages (ADLs) [19] provide means to describe
the architecture of a software system. However, most ADLs are limited to the
description of predeﬁned dynamism [15]. They support only systems where the
possible reconﬁgurations are at design time. In addition, with the exception of
Wright, most ADLs do not have a formal basis. Many works introduce aspect-
orientation to the speciﬁcation level (e.g. ADL, UML [7], etc.). For instance,
AO-ADL [27] is an aspect-oriented architecture description language, which
models crosscutting concerns using components and provides a mechanism
for deﬁning aspect-oriented connector templates. In our current work, we are
not interested in deﬁning aspects at such a high level; we just use aspects to
enforce formal architectural constraints at the implementation level.
We classify works on formal speciﬁcation of software architectures accord-
ing to the used techniques into three classes: based on logic, on graphs, and
on process algebras. Some works used logic-based methods e.g., Temporal
Logic [1] and Z notation [5]. The ﬁrst-order logic covers only the static aspect
of software architecture and pre- and post-conditions of architecture reconﬁg-
uration operations, whereas temporal logic can express at a very high level
some coordination properties and temporal constrains. Other approaches use
process algebra-based methods e.g., CSP [14] and the π-calculus [24] to model
architectural dynamism with mobile processes. Other works are interested in
graphs-based approaches to specify the static aspect of software architecture
e.g., graph grammars [21] and graph Transformation [11]. These approaches do
not cover the three aspects in software architecture (static, dynamic and coor-
dination). In order to solve this problem other works propose multi-formalism
approaches combining more than one formal language.
We are interested in works that combine the Z notation or Petri nets
with others formal methods. ObjectZ 4 were combined with diﬀerent process
algebra Z/CCS [8], Z/CSP [12], and OZ/CSP [29] and with temporal logic
[4]. In these approaches, Z and ObjectZ are used to specify the architectural
4 Object-Z(OZ) is an object-oriented extension of the formal speciﬁcation language Z
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constraints (i.e. static aspect). However, they do not propose any formal
solution to check if the architectural constraints speciﬁed in Z are preserved
when the architecture evolves. In our approach, we can specify and prove the
pre-condition theorem by using the Z/EVES theorem prover. Petri nets and
colored Petri nets 5 were combined with diﬀerent type of temporal logic [10,28]
in order to deﬁne the architecture constraints and architecture evolution using
temporal constraints and specify coordination constraints using Petri nets.
However, Z, which is based on predicate logic and set theory allows a low-level
description of architectural invariants. To support the temporal properties in
our approach, we plan to combine linear temporal logic and Z notation.
In the following, we focus on approaches to the enforcement of architectural
constraints. Yan et al. [33] propose an approach to discover the architecture
of a system using dynamic analysis. This approach provides a tool called
DiscoTect based on online monitors, which are used for system observation
in order to describe inconsistencies between implementation and architecture.
ArchJava [2] is an extension to Java that seamlessly uniﬁes software architec-
ture with implementation, ensuring that the implementation conforms to the
architectural constraints. It extends a practical implementation language to
incorporate architectural features and enforce communication integrity. This
approach allows to enforce architecture constraints but it focuses only on com-
munication integrity. It also does not support other types of architectural
reasoning, such as reasoning about coordination protocols and architectural
styles. SonarJ [13] is a commercial Eclipse plug-in 6 allowing the enforcement
of architectural constraints in Java programs. The tools mentioned in this
paragraph allow an eﬃcient enforcement of architectural constraints but do
not have any formal basis. In addition, crosscutting concerns are not sup-
ported by these tools.
6 Conclusion
The main contribution of this paper is the control of software architecture
evolution in component-based applications in modular way using aspects. Our
approach combines Aspect-Oriented Programming and formal methods and
enables a reliable and modular veriﬁcation. The reliability of our approach is
ensured by the formal speciﬁcation and validation of architectural constraints
using Z and Petri nets. The use of an aspect-based control module in our
approach, improves the modularity and the reusability of control code, as this
code is well-modularized using aspects and separated from business logic.
5 Colored Petri nets are a high-level extension of petri nets
6 http://www.eclipse.org
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As future work, we will study expressive pointcut languages such as
[3,6,25], which allow the expression of temporal relationships in the point-
cut to, e.g., express that a certain operation must be called before another.
We will also investigate whether and to what extent the usage of such pointcut
languages would replace the usage of Petri nets in our approach. We will also
target automatic generation of control and coordination aspects.
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